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Abstract
The Short to Medium Range Autonomous Delivery System
(SMADS) is a case study on developing a software stack that
allows customers to request deliveries via autonomous robots
on the University of Texas at Austin campus. The SMADS
stack integrates several subsystems, including a robot auton-
omy module, a delivery scheduler, a robot interface, and a
customer-facing app. In this article, we describe the steps
taken to create the SMADS software stack and the field re-
sults of delivering bottled lemonade on outdoor routes to
buildings on the UT Austin campus, representing advances
in 1) integrating end-users and robot autonomy into an over-
all open-source architecture, and 2) minimizing the interface
between the robot platform and the greater software stack. In
total, the SMADS system completed 26 lemonade delivery
trips to customers over 26 hours during the course of 5 days
on two robot platforms. This paper analyzes the challenges of
deploying autonomous robots in outdoor environments, lists
our solutions to overcome some of these issues and propose
future work.
1 Introduction
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, there is considerable in-
terest in reducing human contact in last-mile delivery prob-
lems (Pani et al. 2020), such as food and grocery deliver-
ies. In this paper, we present the Short to Medium Range
Autonomous Delivery System (SMADS) which employs a
fleet of heterogeneous autonomous mobile robots to solve
the last-mile delivery problem. SMADS provides a complete
last-mile commerce solution, integrating a custom mobile
application interface to take user orders, a task scheduler
to assign deliveries to robots, an execution monitoring sys-
tem to track and communicates delivery progress to the cus-
tomer, and a robust exception handling interface to ensure
that the system remains online despite unexpected delivery
issues and intermittent internet connectivity. An overview of
the SMADS components can be seen in Figure 1.
There are seven key challenges that robotic solutions
to the last-mile commerce delivery problem must address:
1) sensitive information must be protected and the system
should be restricted to authenticated users; 2) the system
must efficiently distribute deliveries to robots; 3) the system
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Figure 1: SMADS Software Stack
must facilitate communication between the customer and
robots; 4) the system must enable robots to autonomously
navigate to outdoor destinations; 5) the system must support
manual intervention to interrupt unsafe operation; 6) the sys-
tem must handle unexpected delivery issues; 7) and finally,
these tasks must be operable on a heterogeneous robot fleet.
The architectural design of SMADS is intended to over-
come all these challenges. While there exist open-source
software solutions that address parts of the overall problem
(e.g. Robot Web Tools for connecting robots to the web,
and Google OAuth for secure user authentication and lo-
gin), there is no open-source solution to a complete robot-
based last-mile delivery problem. SMADS fills this void in
the open software community, enabling future research on
real-world robotics delivery solutions, and provides results
from a case study in deploying SMADS on the campus of
the University of Texas at Austin.
We deployed our SMADS system for a week-long test
from Novemeber 16 - 20th, 2020, totaling 26 lemonade de-
livery trips over 5 days in 26 active hours with 13 trips
requiring human intervention. The challenges encountered
during this deployment are reviewed in detail in the Field
Results section, motivating future work in areas including
localization, social navigation and domain adaptation.
In summary, this paper presents the development and field
results of the SMADS software stack which enables multiple
robots to autonomously deliver lemonades to customers on
the University of Texas at Austin campus. Furthermore, we
analyze the challenges involved in deploying autonomous
systems in outdoor environments with current state of the
art technologies and identify areas of future work.
Figure 2: SMADS User Experience in the Texas Botler App. From left to right: Ordering Lemonade, Deliver Where, Order
Summary, Queued Trip, Active Trip, Confirm Pickup, and Confirmation Alert screens.
2 Related Work
The use of autonomous machines to solve logistics prob-
lems has been a focus in the commercial sector in recent
years. Autonomous machines are now involved in nearly
every stage of the supply chain: in coordinated inventory
control in a warehouse (Enright and Wurman 2011), au-
tonomous delivery of inventory via trucks (Boysen, Schw-
erdfeger, and Weidinger 2018) or tracking and restocking in-
ventory inside a store (Ehrenberg, Floerkemeier, and Sarma
2007; Zhang et al. 2016). These ideas are now a commer-
cial reality through companies like Amazon Robotics for
warehouse logistics, Daimler, Waymo and Starsky for au-
tonomous trucking and Bossa Nova Robotics for restock-
ing inventory. While these primarily focus on business-
to-business interactions, there is a growing push for au-
tonomous robots in the space of business-to-customer inter-
action, particularly last-mile delivery which presents unique
challenges; a robot navigating in a warehouse works in sim-
ilar conditions and constraints at all times, while a robot
performing last mile delivery will encounter new conditions
each time a delivery is made.
While warehouses can be engineered to provide infras-
tructure to aids robots in localization and navigation (Chuan
et al. 2007; Motroni et al. 2018; Wurman, D’Andrea, and
Mountz 2008), here we’re interested in less structured en-
vironments. There has been success in the area of indoor
environments in deployments of the CoBot (Veloso et al.
2015a) and BWIbot (Khandelwal et al. 2017) which have
been used to reliably localize, navigate and plan in office
settings. RoboCup@Home (Wisspeintner et al. 2009; Shah
et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2018) pushes progress in this area
by challenging teams to work on multifaceted problems that
require a robot to use different approaches simultaneously
to successfully complete a task in a domestic setting. We
build on this work regarding indoor mobile robot autonomy
and apply it to an outdoor setting for autonomous deliveries
within short ranges.
Though the robots in this study did not differentiate be-
tween humans and other worldly obstacles, there is a grow-
ing body of work that utilizes social navigation to balance
socially acceptable behavior while carrying out a naviga-
tion task (Ferrer, Garrell, and Sanfeliu 2013). Robots with
mobile platforms have been deployed to specifically address
navigation in urban environments in crowded spaces (Bauer
et al. 2009; Kümmerle et al. 2015). While these robots have
been made to perform tasks using a one particular platform
and sensor suite, our work introduces a general framework
that is compatible with heterogeneous robot platforms and
provides a method for requesting the robot through a mobile
application.
3 User Experience During Last Mile Delivery
Below, the SMADS user experience is described, including
the procedure for placing an order, tracking a delivery and
confirming the customer received the order.
Every order starts with the customer navigating through
the ordering sequence in the Texas Botler app, as shown in
Figure 2. This interface allows the customer to choose from
the available delivery locations with current information on
estimated delivery times and the ability to cancel. A cus-
tomer can decide to cancel an order until the robot leaves
the robot depot to service the delivery.
Once a robot begins moving to deliver an order, the
robot’s route is displayed on a map along with the robot’s
current position, and the pick-up and drop-off locations. The
robot’s location is updated every second. This feedback to
the customer provides an interactive and informative user
experience, reducing the uncertainty in the delivery process.
When the robot determines it has arrived to the correct drop-
off location, the Texas Botler app moves to the Confirm
Pickup screen where the customer confirms they have re-
trieved their order. The Texas Botler app then displays a
pop-up alert confirming the process is complete and initiates
commands to send the robot back to the lemonade stand.
4 System Details
As seen in Figure 3, SMADS is comprised of two mo-
bile applications (one for customers and another for the
SMADS managers), the SMADS Management Server, the
Robot Interface and the Robot Autonomy software. The
mobile applications provide customers and SMADS man-
agers a way to interact with the SMADS system, allowing
customers to order and managers to supervise autonomous
robots. The SMADS Management Server responds to cus-
tomer and manager requests, handles communication with
robots and manages the delivery schedule. On each robot,
the Robot Interface translates SMADS Management Server
requests to ROS-level commands and the Robot Autonomy
Figure 3: SMADS communication architecture
stack handles localization and navigation tasks. Below, we
discuss each module and its specific responsibilities.
4.1 Mobile App
The Texas Botler app, responsible for allowing customers to
place orders, cancel deliveries, and track order progress, was
developed for iOS devices. The Texas Botler app communi-
cates with the SMADS Management Server to retrieve data
and send customer requests. Details on this communication
are discussed below.
App to SMADS Management Server Communication
The Texas Botler app runs locally on a customer’s phone.
When connected to the Internet, the app communicates se-
curely with the SMADS Management Server over HTTPS
using REST API calls. Several endpoints exist to commu-
nicate information regarding the customer’s order history,
account information and customer feedback.
For each non-login request, the Texas Botler app sends
its authentication token in the JSON payload header. If no
token exists or if the token is invalid, the Texas Botler app
prompts the user to log in. User authentication is achieved
through Google’s OAuth framework and Json Web Tokens.
Communication During the Delivery Process Once the
customer’s order is en-route, the Texas Botler app polls the
server to obtain status updates on the robot’s current loca-
tion to update the displayed map. We choose to implement
server polling to improve the robustness of the app-server
communication as testing an earlier implementation with
WebSocket communication proved to be unreliable. Often,
WebSocket messages were lost as the robot traversed out-
door Wifi networks with known dead zones.
4.2 SMADS Management Server
The SMADS Management Server, responsible for handling
customer orders and relaying robot information to clients, is
hosted on a UT campus-based machine which has an open
port to the wider Internet and is trusted on the private VPN
robot network.
Handling Order Requests Upon receiving an order re-
quest, the SMADS Management Server determines whether
there is an available robot that can immediately be assigned
to the order or if the order will need to wait in a queue. Trips
leave the queue once a robot becomes available, which oc-
curs after a trip is complete or if a previously disconnected
robot becomes online. With an available robot assigned to
the order, the trip status is updated to “processing” and the
robot managers are prompted to fulfill the order.
Manager Fulfillment The SMADS Management Server
uses secure WebSocket communication to notify the man-
ager in the iOS Manager app that a trip has been assigned
and is awaiting fulfilment. In our lemonade stand scenario,
this communication prompts a SMADS manager to load
a lemonade can onto the assigned robot and confirm ful-
filment. Once the manager fulfills the order and presses a
“send” button in the manager iOS app, the SMADS Man-
agement Server changes the status of the trip to “en-route”
prompting the Texas Botler app to display an interactive
map view that shows the customer the robot’s delivery route
and progress. The SMADS Management Server communi-
cates with the robot via its robot server to obtain the robot’s
planned path.
4.3 SMADS Management Server to Robot
Communication
To stabilize each robot’s IP address, we use a private VPN
which has similar infrastructure requirements as a Dynamic
DNS server but gives the added security of encrypted traffic.
Static IP addresses allow the SMADS Management Server
to route requests to the appropriate robot. This method is
reliable as long as the robot is connected to the internet.
Robot State Error Handling Online robots send updated
status requests to the SMADS Management Server every
second. However, these updates can fail when the robot loses
its internet connection or unexpectedly shuts down. If the
SMADS Management Server does not receive a status up-
date at least every three seconds, the corresponding robot
is placed in a “reconnecting” state. The SMADS Manage-
ment Server waits a minute to see if the robot successfully
reconnects. If the robot reconnects, the robot server sends
a new status update that overrides the “reconnecting” state.
Otherwise, the server changes the robot’s state to “offline”
and notifies all robot managers. Managers are then tasked to
intervene and recover the robot. The SMADS Management
Server will not assign a delivery to an offline robot until it is
back online.
4.4 Robot Interface
Figure 4 shows how the SMADS Management Server in-
teracts with each robot through the Robot Interface. Robot
navigation requests are received by the Robot Server, which
makes the commands available over ROS. These commands
are then interpreted by the Message Translator, converting it
to the particular message type expected by the robot’s au-
tonomy systems. Finally, this converted message is given
to the navigation system by the Autonomy Interface. The
Robot Interface imposes no restrictions on the implementa-
tion details of the Robot Autonomy module employed by a
robot, allowing the SMADS framework to be incorporated


















Figure 4: The components of the Robot Interface and how
they interact with the existing systems of the robot.
Autonomy Interface The Autonomy Interface interacts
with the robot’s autonomy and is responsible for: 1) forward-
ing navigation goals from the system to the robot’s naviga-
tion module, and 2) reading pose estimates from the robot’s
localization and relaying that to the Robot Server. This inter-
action with Robot Autonomy is facilitated by the ROS topics
that the autonomy modules have exposed. We do not enforce
a global coordinate frame for the robot to use during local-
ization or navigation tasks. Instead, we convert between the
robot’s local frame and a common GPS frame in this Auton-
omy Interface.
Robot Server The Robot Server is a stateless communi-
cation manager that uses the ROSNodeJS library to interact
with the robot’s local ROS core while securely communicat-
ing with the SMADS Management Server via HTTPS. It re-
ceives and sends JSON to the SMADS Management Server
and uses ROS messages to communicate to other compo-
nents of the Robot Interface.
Message Translator Designing a system to control het-
erogeneous ROS-enabled robots has a fundamental issue:
each robot may employ unique message types to interact
with autonomy modules. If a new robot needs to be sup-
ported by the system, accounting for any unique messages
used requires knowing their structure at compile-time, and
will impose these new messages as a dependency for all
robots that are already supported.
We solve this problem by eliminating the need to
compile against message types explicitly. Instead, the
ros type introspection library is used to reason
about the message type at run-time, and then partially recre-
ate the message structure. This task is the function of the
Message Translator.
For each robot deployed, the names of the ROS mes-
sages used by its autonomy stack are specified to the Mes-
sage Translator as strings. Since the robot is already using
these messages for autonomy, it removes any need to re-
solve dependencies locally. When the Message Translator
receives messages from the robot’s autonomy stack, it pro-
cesses them as a data buffer which is used to populate the
required message locally. When messages are received by
the Robot Server, e.g. to send the robot to a new location,









Figure 5: Manual Intervention Locations
4.5 Robot Autonomy
The Robot Autonomy module is responsible for two primary
tasks. First, it must maintain an estimate of the robot plat-
form’s current location, a task referred to as localization.
Given the high-traffic, constantly evolving nature of the col-
lege campus environment in the SMADS project, we chose
to use Episodic Non-Markov Localization which reasons
about observations of permanent, temporary, or moving ob-
jects (Biswas and Veloso 2017). This localization informa-
tion is used in the robot’s navigation algorithm and in status
updates sent to the Texas Botler app. Secondly, the Robot
Autonomy module is responsible for issuing low-level com-
mands to the robot platform in order to navigate to a given
destination, a task known as navigation. To accomplish navi-
gation, the Robot Autonomy module uses a technique called
graph navigation, in which the robot first constructs global
navigation graph, and then performs A-Star search over the
graph to find the path of minimal distance to reach the des-
tination. This global planner then sends intermediate way-
points to a local planner, which performs obstacle avoidance
based on the robot’s local observations while navigating to-
wards these waypoints. This navigation stack has been pre-
viously shown to perform well in long-term deployments of
autonomous robots (Veloso et al. 2015b).
5 Field Results
In order to test and validate the efficacy of the SMADS stack,
the system was deployed for use by external customers for
five days from November 16-20th, 2020. This deployment
was necessary for discerning failure modes in the architec-
ture that were otherwise undetected in development and in-
ternal testing of the system.
Over the course of these five days, the SMADS completed
26 serviced trips on UT Campus. With the Anna Hiss Gym-
nasium (AHG) serving as the home location for each order,
the robots autonomously navigated to either the Gates Dell
Complex (GDC) or the UT Main Tower (MAIN) as the tar-
get destination. Figure 5 displays the map with the home lo-
cation (AHG) and target locations (GDC, MAIN) labelled.
During each of these trips, the robot was accompanied by a
robot safety operator to ensure safety of the robot and envi-
ronment.
Figure 6: SMADS Robot Platforms
This deployment was carried out using a Clearpath Jackal
and a Clearpath Husky (see Figure 6). Both are four
wheeled, differential drive mobile platforms, equipped with
a Velodyne VLP-16 3D Lidar and stereo FLIR RGB cam-
eras.
The SMADS Management Server retained a log of how
many orders were placed, as well as which location had been
serviced. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of these trips.
While all the trips in the deployment reached destination,
some trips encountered a variety of issues along the way.
Throughout the deployment, the robot faced issues with in-
termittent Wifi connection. The robot dropped its Wifi con-
nection during a total of 6 runs. This connection loss caused
errors with the Texas Botler app display, as well as issues
with robot status information relayed to the iOS Manager
app.
Serviced trips to MAIN 8
Serviced trips to GDC 6
Serviced trips to AHG 12
Total serviced trips 26
Table 1: Summary of Trips Serviced
Other environmental issues affected the performance of
the SMADS deliveries. These issues included physical bar-
riers in the nominal robot path that prevented the robot from
arriving to its destination, causing the customer to never see
the Confirm Pickup screen (see Figure 2).
Additionally, customers frequently failed to press the
“confirm pickup” button once they retrieved the package.
This behaviour indicates that it may not be natural for cus-
tomers to interact with the Texas Bolter app user interface
after receiving their order.
The robot safety operator accompanying the robot for
these trips was responsible for intervening, or manually tak-
ing control of the robot, when the safety of the robot or hu-
mans in the environment was perceived to be at risk, or the
robot seemed incapable of completing its current task au-
tonomously. These manual interventions were tracked over
the course of this deployment to help evaluate the robustness
of SMADS.
Manual interventions largely represent issues with Robot
Autonomy. Three issues that are of paramount interest in-
clude errors with localization, obstacle avoidance, and social
navigation. Localization errors occurred when the robot’s lo-
Figure 7: Manual Interventions
calization estimates differed greatly from its true position.
Obstacle avoidance errors occurred when the robot’s trajec-
tory was highly unlikely to bypass static obstacles. Finally,
social navigation errors occurred when the robot’s trajectory
was highly unlikely to bypass dynamic obstacles, such as
moving cars, bicyclists, or crowds. Figure 7 summarizes the
manual inventions performed throughout this deployment.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of locations where man-
ual intervention were required for the Jackal and Husky
(Babicki et al. 2016). The location marked “X” on the map
denotes an error in obstacle avoidance caused by a univer-
sity booth placed at the designated dropoff location for the
MAIN building, thus requiring manual intervention.
Overall, the deployment on UT campus was a success,
with 26 serviced trips throughout campus, half of which re-
quired no intervention on the part of the safety operators.
This field deployment validated the feasibility of SMADS,
and revealed a number of areas for improvement, informing
the direction of future work on this project.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have introduced the SMADS framework
as a means to enable autonomous deliveries on 2 different
robots. We show successful use of the SMADS framework
during a 5 day deployment on a college campus, performing
26 successful lemonade deliveries through the Texas Botler
iOS app.
Though the deployment was overall a success, a number
of issues arose that highlighted key areas for future improve-
ment:
• Robot Autonomy From a technical perspective, Robot
Autonomy was the largest source of failure, requiring
manual intervention on about about half of the trips, de-
spite using a state of the art autonomy stack. To address
the failures we saw in these deployments, further research
in the areas of social navigation and semantic-aware path
planning, as well as more robust localization and obstacle
avoidance, would significantly improve the performance
of the system. Additionally, current methods of robot au-
tonomy require a significant amount of human annotation
and interaction for tasks such as initial localization and
map construction. Future research that addresses these is-
sues would also be of value to smooth deployment of the
SMADS architecture.
• Connectivity This real-world deployment highlighted the
presence of connectivity issues, and the need to be robust
against intermittent connection. During testing we found
that using the IWD (iNet Wireless Daemon) as the net-
working back-end of the robots helped increase reliabil-
ity during wireless hand-offs. Still, there remained prob-
lems with dropped network connection. To address these
issues, the SMADS team plans to upgrade the robots’
network connection to LTE service, rather than outdoor
campus WiFi. Furthermore, predictive robot movement in
the Texas Botler app could smooth the movement of the
robot’s location from the user’s perspective over regions
with intermittent connection loss.
• User Experience User interaction issues regarding con-
firming pick-up will be addressed in future implementa-
tions. The robot could implement sensors to detect if the
delivered good was removed, notifying the SMADS Man-
agement Server. Then, the customer could receive a push
notification that the order was delivered.
The SMADS team intends to collect further field data on
new robotics platforms in the near future, and will be work-
ing on improvements to the areas enumerated above.
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